
5 moments of truth for first time visitors to our club 

The pivotal event in member recruitment is the voluntary decision that someone 
makes to come to their second meeting of our club. This will be greatly affected by 
their level of comfort during their first meeting. 

Therefore we should critically examine what we do, and address any probable 
moments of discomfort or confusion for first time visitors, and make it clear to 
them in simple terms what Rotary is all about.  

 

1. The first thing new visitors will do is check out Rotary.org, and our club, on the 
web. (They will most probably do this on a mobile device, not a desk top PC.) 
Therefore we must be consistent and show the correct Rotary branding, font and 
visual design elements on our website, on the screen during our lunch meetings, 
and everywhere else.  

We should also remove all traces of our own unique version  of the Rotary 
brand. This is more than 2 years overdue. Every other capital city club has 
changed their web site branding to comply with the global RI branding 
guidelines – why do we tell the world that this global brand does not apply to 
us?  By not complying, we are deliberately compromising the RI global branding 
strategy, and contributing to Rotary’s awareness problem.  
 
Also, by changing the Rotary branding on the screen during our meetings, we 
would be reminding ourselves each week that some changes are required, and 
are happening.  

 

2. Ensure that each guest, upon arrival, skips the normal registration table and is 
immediately partnered with a member, who, inter alia, sits with them, 
explains what will happen in the meeting, and introduces everyone at the 
table, before the meeting starts. 

 

3. Make it clear what is NOT changing, and state “why we are here”. Reflect 
Rotary’s core values (the 4 way test) and core purpose (“helping others”) by 
simplifying our statement of purpose at the beginning of each meeting: 
 
“United in the spirit of service we value truth, fairness and friendship; and we 
welcome the opportunity that Rotary gives us to contribute our talents and 
resources in support of others.” 
 
This reminds us at each meeting that our core values and core purpose are 
the same as they were when our oldest members joined. They are still 
important to us and we want to protect them, not change them. 
 



4. No toasts – or limit them to the President change over and Major events like 
Christmas lunch. What data do we have that supports the proposition that 
first time visitors will feel more comfortable if we ask them to make a toast at 
every meeting?  

 

5. No communal singing. What data do we have that supports the proposition 
that first time visitors will feel more comfortable if we ask them to sing in 
public the words of a song that they probably don’t know, with a group of 
strangers? 

 

Individually, these are minor changes, each with minimal effect, but the whole is 
greater than the sum of the parts. 

These  changes will also remind us each week that the Club needs to reconsider how 
we do things, and act us into a new way of thinking - thereby encouraging a mindset 
more accepting of new ideas.  

Other moments of truth for first time visitors are already covered: 

 Convenient Location 

 Reserved Parking 

 Consistent start and finish time 

 Reasonable cost 

 Convenient toilets 

 They welcome me 

 Food quality – special diet no problem 

 Wine available 

 Interesting speaker 

 They ask me to come back 

 

We should also think about improving the current registration desk process and 
removing the traditional sergeant’s session but since neither of these need apply to 
first time visitors, they are probably not as critical to that pivotal event as the 5 
points above.  
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